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Abstract—This paper describes two experiments conducted to investigate the role of sonically simulated ground materials in
modulating both production and recognition of walks performed with emotional intentions. The results of the first experiment showed
that the involved auditory feedbacks affected the pattern of emotional walking in different ways, although such an influence manifested
itself in more than one direction. The results of the second experiment showed the absence of an influence of the sound conditions on
the recognition of the emotions from acoustic information alone. Similar results were found in both experiments for musically-trained
and untrained participants. Our results suggest that tempo and sound level are two acoustical features important in both production and
recognition of emotions in walking. In addition, the similarities of the presented results with those reported in the music performance
domain, as well as the absence of an influence of musical expertise lend support to the “motor origin hypothesis of emotional
expression in music” according to which a motor origin for the expression of emotions is common in all those domains of human activity
that result in the generation of an acoustical signal.

Index Terms—Interactive sonification, emotions, walking
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1 INTRODUCTION

WALKING is one of the most typical everyday activities
linking body motion and sound production. Lately

several research efforts have been devoted to the interactive
sonification [1] of walking [2], i.e., the study of the human
interaction with a system that transforms data concerning
foot-floor interactions into sounds. In particular, the interest
in investigating how auditory feedback can influence the
patterns of walking is growing in several fields including
entertainment, virtual and augmented reality, sports, ther-
apy, diagnosis, and rehabilitation.

For example, an approach used in motor therapy consists
of providing a clicking sound in response to each step and
to ask patients to keep a rhythmic auditory cue by control-
ling their gait pattern. This technique was proved to be
effective in improving walking abilities in patients affected
by multiple sclerosis [3] and cerebral palsy [4]. A different
approach based on music played at a speed adjusted to the
walker’s strides revealed to improve the gaits of hemipa-
retic stroke patients [5].

In non-clinical context, studies have been conducted on
understanding the role of interactive auditory feedback in
modulating the pattern of locomotion. In a recent one, a
system composed by a footstep sound synthesis engine and
augmented shoes with pressure sensors has been used in an

uncontrolled outdoor environment [6]. In this study it was
ascertained that locomotion is significantly affected when
walkers are interactively provided with sounds simulating
steps on a terrain different from that they are trampling on.
In particular, there was a scaling effect from higher to lower
material compliance such that individuals walked faster
when the simulated sound resembled wood, than with
gravel and snow. The rationale for these results was attrib-
uted to three possible plausible explanations: an audio-foot
haptic semantic incongruence, an audio-foot haptic tempo-
ral conflict, or an adjustment to the perceived sonically sim-
ulated surface material.

In a similar vein, the influence of the interactive auditory
feedback on the walking style has been also recently investi-
gated in a pilot experiment conducted in the context of
emotional walking [7]. Subjects were asked to walk in an
indoor environment with four different emotional inten-
tions (happy, sad, aggressive, tender) while listening to
their own footstep sounds produced both on real ground
materials (wood panels and linoleum) and by an interactive
sonification actuated by sensorized-shoes (muddy ground
and iced snow). Results, although not statistically signifi-
cant, provided indications that walking patterns can be
influenced by the sound of the ground independently from
the emotional intention of the person.

In related research [8], [9], it has also been shown that
when walking with different emotional intentions humans
make variations of timing and sound level in the same
way as found in expressive music performance [10], [11].
For example, it has been found that music performances
communicating happiness and happy walking styles were
both characterized by a faster tempo/pace and louder
sound level relative to a neutral style, while performances
and walking patterns communicating sadness were charac-
terized by slower tempo/pace and softer sound level.
Such results lent support to the “motor origin hypothesis of
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emotional expression in music” formulated by Giordano
et al., according to which musicians and listeners make use
of general movement knowledge when expressing and rec-
ognizing emotions in music: “emotions are expressed in similar
ways in music and vocal performance domains because they are
both the result of a motor activity that expresses emotions in
coherent ways independent of the particular effector” [8], [9].

To date, scarce attention has been devoted to the relation-
ship between interactive sonification of walking actions and
emotions. Typically, research on emotion production and
identification in auditory contexts involves musical stimuli
[10], [12]. Ecologic sounds have been rarely utilized in emo-
tion research involving interactive contexts. Therefore, a rel-
evant research question concerns the understanding of the
role of ecologic sounds interactively provided, such as foot-
step sounds, in altering walking patterns in emotional con-
texts. The findings reported in [6], [7], [8], and [9],
motivated us to continue a research to explore the relation-
ship between interactive sounds and movements in the con-
text of the production and identification of emotionally
expressive walking sounds. Another open question in audi-
tory research on emotions is whether musical expertise
affects the production and identification of expressive walk-
ing styles in interactive contexts involving ecologic sounds.

In this paper two experiments are presented. In a first
experiment (production experiment) we tested whether by
manipulating the auditory feedback delivered to a person
walking with different emotional intentions would influ-
ence his/her locomotion style. Specifically, we were inter-
ested in assessing whether there are synthetic footstep
sounds that make people walk with different styles (i.e.,
faster or slower, stepping harder or softer) both depen-
dently or independently from their emotional intention.
Indeed, it is in principle possible that some interactive eco-
logical sounds, such as those of footsteps, can enhance,
decrease, or not affect at all the style of emotionally expres-
sive walking. To achieve this goal we designed an experi-
ment using an interactive sonification actuated by a non
intrusive shoe-independent system for providing walkers
with auditory feedback valid from the ecological point of
view [13], [14], [15]. This system could generate walking
sounds of different surfaces that were triggered in real-time
by the walker’s footsteps. Our hypothesis was that, within
the same emotion, walkers would change their walking
strategy depending on the sound feedback that corre-
sponded to a simulated surface material. Such a hypothesis
was motivated by the following considerations.

Firstly, the findings reported in [6] indicated that aggre-
gate-compliant materials, such as snow and gravel, are
capable to affect walkers’ pace by lowering their speed,
while the locomotion is performed on a non compliant
surface (which is the case of the present study). Secondly,
the results presented in [7] suggested that walkers used a
faster pace when the sound of the walking surface was char-
acterized by a higher spectral centroid, and a slower pace
when the spectral centroid was low. Also, solid surfaces led
to more aggressive walking patterns while aggregate ones
to more tender and sad walking styles. Thirdly, studies on
expressive music performance showed that articulation is a
parameter linked to emotions. Staccato articulation (i.e.,
when notes are played with shortened duration and are

separated from the next note by a silent interval) is associ-
ated to emotions with high level of activity (e.g., happiness,
aggressiveness) while legato articulation (i.e., when the
notes are played smoothly and connected to each other, pro-
ducing an acoustic overlap) to emotions with low level of
activity (e.g., sadness, tenderness) [10], [12]. In another study
by Bresin and Dahl [16] it has been shown that timing pat-
terns in staccato articulation in piano performance corre-
spond to those in running, while legato articulation
corresponds to pace used in walking. This suggests that stac-
cato articulation is associated to fast tempo in walking, while
legato to slow tempo in walking. In the case of footstep
sounds, staccato and legato can be related to the degree of
distinction of heel and toe. For solid surfaces impacted with
hard sole shoes, heel and toe sub-events are more discernible
(i.e., staccato) compared to aggregate surfaces (i.e., legato),
since in the latter case the sound produced by the heel is pro-
longed so to mix with the sound corresponding to the toe. In
a different vein, in music performance research it has been
ascertained that tones with high spectral centroid and/or
high pitch ones are often associated with more active emo-
tions (such as happiness and aggressiveness) while their
absence and/or low pitched tones are usually associated
with low activity emotions (such as sadness and tenderness)
[10], [12], [17]. Based on all these considerations, interactive
footstep sounds having a predominancy of high frequency
components could lead to a more active production of emo-
tions compared to sounds having a predominancy of low
frequency components. On the other hand, interactive foot-
step sounds of aggregate materials could lead to a less active
production of emotions compared to solid ones.

Two groups of participants were involved in the first
experiment: musically-trained and -untrained. We hypothe-
sized that musicians would have had a better control of
their expressive walking compared to non-musicians since
musically-trained people are more used to control sound
expression through their body in an interactive way [18].
Specifically, we expected that if some sounds adapt better
or worse to a certain emotion, musicians would have been
more sensitive in expressing through their walking strate-
gies such an influence. Such a hypothesis is furthered fos-
tered by several results in the neuroscience domain that
demonstrated how musical training is effective in shaping
the brain structure, particularly in brain regions involved in
sound perception and production [19], [20].

In a follow up experiment (recognition experiment) we
tested to what extent the emotional intentions portrayed by
the sounds generated by the participants in the production
experiment could be recognized in a listening test, and
whether the recognition was moderated by the type of
ground material sonically simulated. Recordings of sequen-
ces of synthesized footstep sounds produced by walkers in
the first experiment were selected according to the criterion
of being the most representative for each combination of
emotion and ground. As in the first experiment, we used
two groups of participants, who did not take part in the first
experiment: musicians and non-musicians. The rationale to
use these two groups was to assess whether the listeners’
expertise yielded different results. As a matter of fact, the
importance of the listeners’ expertise was risen in [21] for
the categorization task of environmental sounds. Since
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musicians are more exposed to expressive auditory stimuli
than non-musicians, they were expected to be more accurate
in the discrimination of the emotions.

The final aim of this research was to ascertain whether
there are synthetic footstep sounds that affect the expression
of acted emotions. Understanding which sounds support or
not a specific emotion, would allow to provide guidelines
for designers of footstep sounds for virtual reality contexts
where the sound feedback associated to foot-floor interac-
tions can influence user behavior. Also, the study is relevant
for rehabilitation and therapy applications where the con-
trol of the walking style of a patient is a desired goal. For
example, it could be that some specific footstep sounds that
are effective in eliciting a more active production of emo-
tions, could induce patients to walk with a faster pace
depending on the provided auditory feedback: walking
speed is often slower in persons with stroke, multiple scle-
rosis or cerebral palsy and it could be modulated using syn-
thetic footstep sounds as an alternative to current methods
involving non interactive auditory stimuli, such as rhythmic
auditory stimulation (for a review see [22]), interactive audi-
tory feedback [3], [4], [5] or visual feedback [23].

2 PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT

2.1 Participants
Twenty participants were divided in two groups (n ¼ 10) to
perform the experiment. The first group was composed by
musicians (4M, 6F), aged between 22 and 46 (mean ¼ 27.3,
SD ¼ 7.05). They played different instruments (piano, nyck-
elharpa, guitar, violin, saxophone, accordion, percussions)
or were singers (soprano, mezzo-soprano) with an average
musical experience of 14.4 years. The second group was
composed by non-musicians (6M, 4F), aged between 23 and
33 (mean ¼ 27.7, SD ¼ 3.12). Participants who belonged to
this group never played any musical instrument nor took
music lessons. However, they reported to listen to music on
average every day. Participants had different nationalities
(mostly Europeans). All participants reported neither hear-
ing nor locomotion problems. The average duration of the
experiment was about 48 minutes. Participants were com-
pensated for their participation.

2.2 Apparatus
A non intrusive shoe-independent system was developed
for the real-time synthesis of footstep sounds (the setup is
illustrated in Fig. 1). The system, installed in an acoustically
isolated semi-damped room, consisted of a wooden plank
(5.40 m long, 90 cm wide and 7 cm tall), under which a set
of nine microphones was placed to detect the feet-floor
interaction. The microphones (Line Audio Design CM3)
were arranged on the floor at an equal distance of 60 cm
from each other along the line lying at the half of the plank
width. In particular, each microphone was attached to the
floor by means of scotch tape, and was lifted of 2 cm from
the floor thanks to a layer of foam. The microphones signals
were mixed together (through a Yamaha 01V Digital Mixing
Console), and subsequently digitalized by means of a sound
card (Fireface UFX) connected to a laptop running the foot-
step sounds synthesizer. The real footstep sounds produced
by a walker were detected by the microphones and used to

control the temporal evolution of the synthetic footstep
sounds according to the real-time synthesis technique
developed in previous research [24], [25]. This technique
were based on a model where an exciter signal was fed into
a resonator. The exciter corresponded to the envelope
extracted from the signal captured from the microphones
by using the filter described in Section 2.5. The resonator
corresponded to physical models for solid object collisions,
such as the Impact Model [26], and for particle interactions,
such as the Physically Informed Stochastic Model [27]; the
former were used for simulating sounds generated while
walking on solid surfaces (e.g. wood), the latter for sounds
generated when walking on aggregates (e.g., gravel).1 The
synthesized sounds were finally conveyed back to the
walker by means of a closed headphone set (Akg K 518 Dj).
The headphones’ wire connected to the output of the sound
card was extended by means of a 3 m long audio cable and
attached to the ceiling in order to allow the maximum free-
dom of movement during the experiment. Even though
wired headphones were involved, participants were barely
aware about their presence during walking since the wire
was light, long enough to move freely, and did not consti-
tute any major constraint for the performance. More impor-
tantly, subjects could not hear their own footstep sounds,
because they were wearing closed headphones, and the
amplitude of the interactively synthesized footstep sounds
was high enough to completely mask them.

Such a system was designed and developed with the goal
of satisfying the requirements of fidelity in the accuracy of
the foot movements, shoe independence, and freedom of
navigation. A solution based on microphones allows for the
maximum in dynamics in the detection of the walker’s
movements and consequently in the production of the cor-
responding synthesized sounds, compared to other systems
previously developed for the same purposes [24]. In addi-
tion, placing the microphones under the wooden plank
instead of outside it, allows the detection of the sole interac-
tion between the feet and the floor, since this approach
avoids the detection of other sound sources (such as the
rubbing of pant leg material, the squeak of shoes, or even
voices and coughing), which constitute unwanted input

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the microphones-based system (left) and
the picture of the wooden plank (right) under which the array of micro-
phones was placed.

1. Sound excerpts of the sounds simulated throughout the synthesis
engine can be found on http://www.ahws-project.net/
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signals for the sound synthesis engine. Moreover, a correct
mapping between the sound level of walkers’ footsteps and
that of the corresponding interactively synthesized sounds,
was obtained by assuring an identical detection accuracy in
each point of the wooden plank. Furthermore, the devel-
oped apparatus allows the walkers to wear their own
footwear, contributing to the ecological validity of the
interaction [25].

As far as the the synthetic auditory stimuli are con-
cerned, their ecological validity was assessed in previous
research [15]. Results of both interactive and non-interactive
listening experiments showed that most of the surfaces
synthesized using the proposed footstep sound engine were
recognized with high accuracy. In particular, they were
proven to be correctly classified in the corresponding solid
or aggregate surface typology. Similar accuracy was noticed
in the recognition of recorded real footstep sounds, which
was an indication of the success of the proposed algorithms
and their control.

All these aspects allowed to accomplish an ecologically-
valid human-system interaction, which was a fundamental
prerequisite for the purposes of the experiment, since an
interaction poor from the ecological point of view might
inhibit both the emotional production and reaction.

2.3 Stimuli
The synthesis engine was set to simulate footsteps on two
solid (wood and metal), and two aggregate materials (snow
and gravel). Such sound stimuli were chosen for three rea-
sons. First, they presented different features in terms of
duration, amplitude, onset type, temporal evolution, and
spectrum (see Fig. 2). In more details, the centroids (i.e.,
the geometric center of the spectrum) were placed at about

380 Hz for wood, 700 Hz for metal, 4,200 Hz for snow, and
9,000 Hz for gravel. Moreover, the two aggregate materials
were characterized by a bandwidth much larger than that of
the solid surfaces. Second, they were proven to be easy to
recognize, as well as to classify in the corresponding solid
and aggregate surface typology [15]. Third, they were
proven to express different degrees of compliance [6].

The adopted synthesis technique allows to generate
sounds whose amplitude is related to the amplitude of the
footstep sound captured by the microphones, which in turn
is related to the impact force of the foot on the floor. Due to
a simulation based on physical models the range of ampli-
tude variation was different for each ground. Sounds were
delivered through headphones in the following ranges (in
dB (A)), as measured with a sound level meter: [67.78,
86.59] for metal, [74.1, 91.5] for wood, [45.22, 87.26] for
gravel, and [52.26, 96.76] for snow.2

2.4 Procedure
Participants were asked to wear the headphones and to
walk along the wooden plank with five different emotional
intentions: happy, aggressive, tender, sad, and neutral.
For each intention the ground texture sound was manipu-
lated four times to simulate metal, wood, gravel and snow.
Participants were presented with a graphical user interface
made by numbered buttons, each labelled with one of the
five emotions. They were instructed to press each button

Fig. 2. Typical waveforms (left) and spectra (right) of the four simulated materials. The sounds are synthesized from the same footstep sound
generator.

2. Measurements were conducted by placing the microphone of
the SPL meter inside one of the two headphones: such microphone
was inserted in a hole, having its same diameter, created in a piece
of hardwood which was subsequently sealed against one of the two
headphones. The amplitude peak value of the footstep sound was
considered.
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according to its numerical order, and to perform the walk
with the indicated emotional intention. The five walking
styles were repeated twice for each of the synthesized sur-
face materials, and performed in randomized order, for a
total of 40 trials per participant. During each trial partici-
pants were asked to walk six times along the plank (back
and forth three times), for a total walking length of about 30
meters. This number of walks was necessary for limiting the
emotional influence of the previous trial, and for assuring a
sufficient exposition time to the current auditory stimulus.

For each emotion, participants were instructed to imag-
ine specific situations as follows:

Sad. “You are walking in a cemetery during the funeral of a
dear friend”

Happy. “It is a wonderful sunny day, you have won the lottery
and you are walking towards the lottery headquarter to get the
money”

Tender. “You are walking carrying a three months old baby in
your arms”

Aggressive. “You are angry with your neighbor since the loud-
ness of his music does not allow you to sleep, so you are walking
towards his flat to ask him for the umpteenth time to lower the
volume down”

Neutral. “Walk normally, without any emotional intention”
The emotions happiness, sadness, aggressiveness, and

tenderness were chosen mainly because they have been
investigated in several studies on emotional expression in
music (for an overview see [28]), and because they cover
the four quadrants of the two-dimensional Activity-
Valence space [29]. Furthermore, these four emotions give
a quite comprehensive overview on the use of musical
parameters tempo and sound level, that are parameters
that can be found and analyzed also in walking [8], [9].
The neutral emotion was used as a control condition. In
previous studies on expressive music performance, tempo
and sound level in emotionally neutral performances
received average values larger than in sad and tender
performances, and smaller than in happy and aggressive
performances [10].

Participants wore a pair of their own shoes, selected so as
to generate relatively loud walking sounds that could be
better detected by the microphones, especially during soft
walks. Before the beginning of the recording session partici-
pants practiced each walking style twice, and tried all the
auditory stimuli in order to familiarize with the system.
Neither feedback concerning the appropriateness of the
adopted walking style nor the information of the type of
simulated material were given.

To ascertain the level of individual awareness achieved
after the end of the experiment, we asked participants to fill
a questionnaire consisting of three parts. The first part had
to be completed before seeing the questions of the second
part, and consisted of the following question to be rated on
seven-point Likert scale ([1 ¼ not at all, 7 ¼ very much]):

Q1. “Rate to what extent the sound influenced the way you
were walking during the experiment”

Subsequently, participants were asked to motivate and
comment their answer. The second part consisted of the fol-
lowing questions, presented in randomized order, to be
rated on a seven-point Likert scale [1 ¼ not at all, 7 ¼ very
much]

Q2. “Rate to what extent the type of sound influenced the way
you were walking. Type of sound = impact sound (simulating a
solid surface) vs granular sound (simulating a non-solid surface)”

Q3. “Rate to what extent the duration of the sound influenced
the way you were walking”

Q4. “Rate to what extent the volume of the sound influenced
the way you were walking”

Q5. “Rate to what extent the frequency of the sound influenced
the way you were walking”

In the third part, participants were asked to recognize the
type of sound (solid or aggregate), and to name the simu-
lated surface materials. Subsequently, they were asked to
order the four sounds by their ascending influence exerted
on the walking style during the experiment. Finally, they
were given the possibility to leave an open comment about
their experience.

2.5 Acoustical Features Analysis
The footstep sounds produced in each trial were recorded
and those corresponding to the fifth walk were retained for
the subsequent analysis. In particular, the first two and the
last two footstep sounds of that sequence were removed
from the analysis, since the initial and final steps of a walk
are often atypical (they contain respectively accelerando
and rallentando temporal patterns). Two acoustical features
were calculated from the collected data: the average time
interval between two adjacent heel strikes (in the following
called H2H, i.e., “heel-to-heel”), and the average sound
level peak (PK) of the recorded footstep sounds. The choice
of considering only these two features was motivated by the
findings reported in [8], [9]. Indeed, other descriptors, such
as the duration of each footstep sound and its spectral con-
tent were discarded since in walking it is not possible their
strict control.

The calculation of H2H and PK was based on the
envelope (e) extracted from the signal (x) captured by the
microphones by means of the non-linear low-pass filter
proposed in [30]:

eðnÞ ¼ ð1% bðnÞÞjxðnÞjþ bðnÞeðn% 1Þ

b ¼ 0:8 if jxðnÞj > eðn% 1Þ
0:995 otherwise;

!

where n and n% 1 indicate respectively the current and
previous sample (sample rate 44,100 Hz) of the discretized
variable they refer to, and bup and bdown are equal to 0:8
and 0:995 respectively.

An ad-hoc algorithm was implemented in order to iden-
tify the portions of the amplitude envelope corresponding
to each footstep sound. First of all, only the samples of the
envelope signal above a given threshold defining the back-
ground noise were considered. The impulsive variations of
the envelope signal were analyzed for detecting the starting
point of a footstep sound. For each sample above the back-
ground noise threshold the first derivative was calculated.
If the value of the first derivative was above a given thresh-
old defining the impulsive nature of the variation, the next
20 ms were analyzed in order to find a peak in the signal
above a given threshold defining the heel strike. Envelope
peaks whose level did not exceed that given threshold, or
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above-threshold peaks lasting less than 20 ms, were
disregarded since they had a different origin than the foot
impact on the floor. In order to detect the end of the footstep
sound, the last value of the signal above the background
noise threshold was searched in the range delimited by two
thresholds that defined the minimum and the maximum
temporal duration for a footstep sound. Finally, the subse-
quent footstep sound was searched in the portion of the sig-
nal after a threshold defining the minimum temporal
distance between temporally adjacent footsteps.

Once the footstep sounds were isolated (see Fig. 3) the
two acoustical features H2H [ms] and PK [dB] were calcu-
lated. The peak level of each footstep was computed taking
the maximum of the sound levels computed in overlapping
buffers according to the following formula proposed in [31]
(using buffers of 20 ms with a hop size of 10 ms):

SLi ¼ 20 log

PihþN
n¼ihþ1½xðnÞwðnÞ(

2

PihþN
n¼ihþ1 wðnÞ

2 dB;

where i is the buffer index, N the number of samples in a
buffer, h the hop size, x is the original signal, n the sample
index, and w is a Hanning window with sizeN .

Based on findings reported in previous research (see
Section 1), we expected an influence of the auditory
feedback on the performance of each emotional intentions,
in terms of either an increase or decrease of the two investi-
gated parameters. Given the spectral properties of the
involved sounds metal and gravel were expected to pro-
duce a more active performance for each emotion compared
to wood and snow. Vice versa, wood and snow were
expected to produce for each emotion a less active perfor-
mance. In addition, we hypothesized that, for each emotion,
aggregate materials would have increased H2H, while solid
materials would have decreased it. Consequently, snow
and gravel were expected to adapt better to sad and tender
walking styles, while wood and metal to aggressive and
happy ones.

2.6 Results
Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental results for the two investi-
gated parameters and for the two groups of participants.
Statistical analysis was performed on the collected data of
the two groups by means of repeated measures ANOVA.
All post-hoc analyses were performed by using Tukey’s
procedure (p-value was set at a significant p < 0.05). Both
the collected H2H and PK were subjected to a three-way
analysis of variance having five levels of emotion (happy,
aggressive, tender, sad, and neutral), four levels of ground

(metal, wood, gravel and snow), and two levels of musical
expertise (musicians and non-musicians).

A significant main effect of H2H was found for emotion,
F(4,72) ¼ 39.98, p < 0.001. The pairwise comparison showed
that H2H was significantly greater for aggressive compared
to neutral (p < 0.05), tender (p < 0.001), and sad (p < 0.001),
for happy compared to tender (p < 0.001) and sad (p <
0.001), and neutral compared to tender (p < 0.001) and sad
(p < 0.001). There was not significant main effect either for
factors ground and musical expertise, nor for any interac-
tion effect. Similarly, a significant main effect of PK was
found for emotion, F(4,72) ¼ 4.78, p < 0.001. The pairwise
comparison showed that PK was significantly greater for
aggressive compared to happy (p < 0.001), neutral (p <
0.001), tender (p < 0.001), and sad (p < 0.001), for happy
compared to tender (p < 0.001) and sad (p < 0.001), and
neutral compared to tender (p < 0.001) and sad (p < 0.001).
There was not significant main effect either for factors
ground and musical expertise, nor for any interaction effect.

From these results it is not possible to conclude that there
was a strong influence of the different sounds on the gait
patterns produced during the walks performed with an
emotional intention. However, it is not possible to conclude
that the sound did not have an influence on the participants’
gait style, since in this situation the use of a mean blurs the
evidence and does not properly represent the underlying
phenomena. Indeed, an analysis on the individual perform-
ances revealed that on average participants produced, for
each emotion, gaits different in terms of H2H and PK
depending on the provided sounds. Nevertheless, the
effects of the four sounds manifested themselves in more
than one direction for each individual. In order to quantify
the effect of the sound on the gait patterns for each emotion,
the variance for both H2H and PK was calculated by consid-
ering all sound conditions together. Results are illustrated
in Table 1. As it is possible to notice, the variance of the two
parameters were quite substantial. As far as the variation of
H2H is concerned, results seem to indicate that emotions
were affected differently by the auditory feedback. How-
ever, such findings need to be related to the actual speed
held by walkers while performing the different emotions.
Indeed, great variations of H2H are possible only for slower
paces such as those held for sad and tender, while fast
walks like those produced for happy and aggressive do not
allow variations of H2H in the same range of the slow
walks. An analogous consideration can be made for PK.
Therefore, it is not possible to conclude that each emotion
was affected in a different way by the auditory feedback.
Conversely, the entity of the effect of the sounds was

Fig. 3. Identification of the beginning and of the end of two subsequent footstep sounds.
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basically constant for all the five walking styles. Further-
more, a one-way ANOVA was conducted in order to assess
if the differences between the two groups of participants
were significant. No significant main effect was found
between musicians and not musicians considering both
H2H and PK variance.

As concerns the questionnaire, Fig. 5 shows the evalua-
tions expressed by both the groups of participants for each
questionnaire item. A Friedman Test was performed for
each group of participants separately in order to assess if
the differences between the ratings of the questionnaire
items Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5 were significant, yielding to a
non significant main effect. In addition, no significant main
effect was found between the two groups as result of a

Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test conducted for each question-
naire item.

Interestingly, subjects reported several comments at the
end of the walking experience. Those relevant to the influ-
ence of auditory feedback on the walking strategies are
listed below, divided for each group:

Musicians. “Snow and gravel allowed me to walk better
when performing slow paces for sad and tender”; “It was
hard to walk happy or tender in presence of snow, while
it was hard to walk sad with metal and gravel that are
sounds that brought me to walk happy”; “The sound of
snow was heavy and it was difficult to walk in a tender
way with it. Snow enhanced the aggressive walks. Proba-
bly I stepped harder in presence of metal when I was
asked to walk aggressive”; “I tried to ignore the sound,
but I am aware that sound had an influence on my walk-
ing style. It was easier to walk aggressively with hard
sounds like snow, and easier to walk tenderly with softer
sounds like metal”.

Non-Musicians. “It seems to me that snow affected how
hard I stepped and wood how fast I walked”; “I tried to
ignore the influence of the sound focusing on the rendering
of the emotion”; “Snow made me walk more aggressively”;
“Snow makes me feel like I am walking hard, metal makes
me feel like if I am walking happy or tender”; “Gravel set

TABLE 1
Variance of Both H2H and PK Calculated

for Each Emotion

Emotion H2H (ms) PK (dB)

Sadness 199 4.2
Tenderness 199 5.2
Neutral 73 3.8
Happiness 62 3.1
Aggressiveness 50 2.7

Fig. 4. Results of the production experiment.
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me in the happy mood”; “Some of the sound increased the
feeling that I was asked to walk as.”

2.7 Discussion
The results of the first experiment indicate that subjects
walked using different speeds and impact forces for each
emotional intention, and that such choices were indepen-
dent from the particular surface material sonically simu-
lated. This confirms the findings reported in [8], [9] where
different emotions were rendered by walkers using differ-
ent sound level and tempo variations similar to those
reported in studies about expressive music performance
[11]. In addition, from Fig. 4 it is possible to notice that the
neutral emotion is placed in the middle, as also found in a
recent study in expressive music performance [10].

Nevertheless, the sound had an influence on the partic-
ipants’ gait style, although the effect of each ground texture
was not homogeneous across participants. Indeed, the effect
of the sound of a particular ground manifested itself in more
than one direction for the same emotion, both in terms of the
speed of the walks and of the force with which the ground
was hit. The main reason for this behaviour may lie in the
fact that participants performed the experiment with differ-
ent degrees of involvement in the simulations. Indeed, from
the open comments reported by participants at the end
of the experimental session it emerges that six of them
ignored the sound on purpose. These participants motivated
this choice with the will to focus on the rendering of emo-
tions in the best possible way. However, the same partici-
pants clearly stated that it was a hard task not being
influenced by the sound. Overall, all participants noticed the
influence of the sounds interactively provided. This emerges
not only from the several comments left, but also from
results of the questionnaire item Q1. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
the ratings of the extent with which the auditory feedback
affected the way of walking are on average much higher

than half of the Likert scale. Moreover, nine participants
reported that different sounds adapted better to different
emotions, stating that a particular emotional walking style
was enhanced by a certain sound, or at the contrary, that a
particular soundmade hard to support a specific emotion.

However, the comments on the influence of each ground
surface on each emotion were dissimilar. For instance, some
subjects reported that the sound of snow enhanced the
aggressive walking style, and others reported that it was
harder to walk sadly or tenderly. Conversely, some of the
participants noticed that snow helped in walking sadly
because the sound brought to walk with a slower pace. This
result could be due to cognitive factors, such as the recogni-
tion of the ground material, the degree of appreciation, the
realism/artificiality, or the appropriateness of the sound
felt by each walker. Indeed, the analysis of participants’
comments revealed that the four sounds elicited different
mental images. This is also reflected in the questionnaire
results concerning the percentage of recognition of the sim-
ulated surfaces, where it is possible to notice that the four
grounds were recognized with different extents. Specifi-
cally, the analysis of the answers revealed that some of the
participants named the four grounds with different materi-
als, including in several cases the impossibility to relate the
sound to a ground material. However, as Fig. 5 shows, par-
ticipants were good in classifying the sounds in the corre-
sponding solid and aggregate surface type.

In summary, each participant adopted different strate-
gies to cope with the provided sounds. On the one hand,
some chose to ignore the sounds while others to second
their influence. On the other hand, the mental images pro-
duced by each ground were not homogeneous across partic-
ipants and this also affected the choices of how to walk
when listening to the self-generated sounds.

The comparison between the performances of the two
groups of participants revealed that the musical expertise

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the mean and the standard error for participants’ answers to questionnaire items Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5 (top-left),
percentage of recognition of the ground type (top-right), percentage of recognition of the ground material (bottom-left), and order of the grounds by
sound influence (bottom-right). In black the ratings of the musicians and in white those of the non-musicians.
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did not yield a significant increase in the control of the body
movements to render the emotions. Both groups produced
emotions in a similar way. Similarly, no significant differen-
ces were found for the two groups either in the question-
naire results or in the reported comments.

Starting from all these results, a follow-up experiment
was conducted in order to assess the ability of subjects to
recognize the emotional intentions of a walker by listening
to some of the recordings of the synthesized sounds pro-
duced during the first experiment. In particular, we were
interested in verifying whether the emotions recognition
was affected by the type of simulated ground material or by
the type of musical expertise.

3 RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT

3.1 Participants
Sixteen participants, who did not take part in the first exper-
iment, were divided in two groups (n ¼ 8). The first group
was composed by musicians (3M, 5F), aged between 20 and
28 (mean ¼ 24.37, SD ¼ 2.92). They played different instru-
ments (piano, trumpet, guitar, violin, viola, accordion) or
were singers (soprano) with an average musical experience
of 15.2 years. The second group was composed by non-
musicians (4M, 4F), aged between 21 and 40 (mean ¼ 30.62,
SD ¼ 6.16). Participants who belonged to this group never
played any musical instrument nor took music lessons.
However, they reported to listen to music on a daily basis.
Participants had different nationalities (mostly Europeans).
All participants reported neither hearing nor locomotion
problems. They took on average about 38 minutes to com-
plete the listening experiment, and were compensated for
their participation.

3.2 Apparatus
The setup of the experiment was installed in an acoustically
isolated laboratory and consisted of a laptop, a MIDI con-
troller (Korg nanoKONTROL2), and the same sound card
and headphones used in the production experiment. The
laptop ran a graphical user interface that consisted of two
parts. The fist part was composed by buttons, which were
used to start and stop the trials. The second part was com-
posed by five virtual sliders, each labelled with one of the
five emotions, which were controlled by as many sliders of
the MIDI controller. The instantaneous position of each
slider was visualized on the screen, and could be varied
between a minimum value indicated with “not at all” and a
maximum value indicated with “very much”.

Sounds were delivered through the headphones using
the same sound card settings utilized during the first experi-
ment. In this way participants to this second experiment
could listen to exactly the same sounds experienced by the
walkers in the first experiment.

3.3 Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of recordings of the synthesized footstep
sounds produced by walkers in the production experiment.
Twenty walking excerpts were selected from each group of
participants, one for each combination of emotion and
ground, for a total of 40 audio files. During the first
experiment each subject produced two files for each

combination of emotion and ground. To select one file
among the 20 produced by the 10 participants of each
group for each emotion-ground combination, such files
were disposed in a bidimensional space, having as
dimensions H2H and PK. Each file was defined by a
pair (H2H, PK) according to the results of the analysis of
the corresponding real footstep sounds performed dur-
ing the first experiment. Subsequently, the file corre-
sponding to the point in the bidimensional space with
the smallest distance from the median value was chosen.
For this purpose, the values of the two coordinates were
first normalized between 0 and 1. With this selection cri-
terion it was possible to choose the file closer to the
median for each emotion and for each ground. Conse-
quently the sound that in our hypothesis could be the
most representative for each combination of emotion and
ground was selected.

3.4 Procedure
Participants were asked to sit on a chair, to wear the head-
phones and to interact with the interface described in Section
3.2. The task consisted to rate each stimulus on the five scales
expressing the emotions happiness, sadness, aggressiveness,
tenderness, and emotionless, using the sliders of the MIDI
controller. Each of the 40 stimuli was repeated twice for a
total of 80 trials. When activated, each stimulus was looped
with an interval of 2 seconds between the repetitions, so par-
ticipants could listen to it as much as theywanted before giv-
ing an answer. Before passing to the subsequent stimulus,
participants were asked to pull down all the sliders to the
minimum value. When passed to the next stimulus they
could not change the answer to the previous stimuli. Before
the beginning of the experiment, participants familiarized
with the setup andwith the rating procedure practicing with
fivewalking excerpts not included in the experiment.

At the end of the experiment, each of the participants took
part to a survey consisting of three parts. The first part had to
be completed before seeing the questions of the second part,
and consisted of the following question: “Describe which crite-
ria you have used in order to evaluate the sounds”. In the second
part participants were asked to rate on a seven point Likert
scale [1 ¼ not at all, 7 ¼ very much] to what extent they had
relied on the following criteria to perform the evaluations:
Q1: volume of each footstep sound, Q2: duration of each
footstep sound, Q3: frequency of each footstep sound,
Q4: temporal distance between each footstep sound. The
order of presentation of the questions was randomized. In
the third part, participants were asked to recognize the type
of sound (solid or aggregate) and to name the simulated sur-
face materials. Finally, they were given the possibility to
leave an open comment about their experience.

3.5 Results
The statistical analysis was inspired by the works presented
in [9] and [12]. Firstly, for each of the selected recordings
the mean values of H2H and PK of the sounds actually lis-
tened by the walkers were calculated according to the tech-
niques described in Section 2.5.

Secondly, the relationships between both H2H and PK,
and listeners’ judgments were measured. For this purpose,
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the Kendall’s correlations between each of the two acoustical
features and the listeners’ judgments were calculated. Thus,
for example, the correlation between PK and sadness judg-
ment indexes the extent to which the rating of sadness tends
to increase or decrease when the sound level increases.
Results are illustrated in Table 2. The Kendall’s correlation
test was adopted in place of the Pearson’s correlation test
used in [12], due to the recent evidence that subjective ratings
should be transformed to ordinal representations for obtain-
ingmore reliable and generalisablemodels of affect [32].

Thirdly, in order to verify whether the emotions recogni-
tion was affected by the involved sounds, a Friedman Test
was performed by considering the four materials for the
absolute value of the correlations between the listeners’
judgment and the two acoustic variables, calculated in the
previous analysis.

Fourthly, to assess whether participants with musical
expertise were better at recognizing the emotional walking
intention we calculated, for each material and emotion, the
phi correlation coefficient for binary classes considering for
the two groups of participants the correctness in recognition
(trials where the performed emotion was rated as the highest
were considered correct). Results showed that all the correla-
tions were low (all f < 0.3, with an average absolute value of

0.12 and SD= 0.08) showing, therefore, thatmusical expertise
was not associated with a significant increase in the ability to
recognize the emotions portrayed by the footstep sounds

As concerns the questionnaire, Fig. 6 shows the evalua-
tions expressed by both the groups of participants for each
questionnaire item. A Friedman Test was performed for
each group of participants separately in order to assess if
the differences between the ratings of the questionnaire
items Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 were significant. A significant
main effect was found for the group of the musicians, x2ð3Þ
¼ 19.47, p < 0:001. The post-hoc analysis, performed by
using the Wilcoxon-Nemenyi-McDonald-Thompson Test,
revealed that to perform the evaluations participants relied
less on the duration of the footstep sound criterion com-
pared to the sound level of the footstep sound and the tem-
poral distance between subsequent footstep (both p < 0.05).
No significant main effect was found for the group of the
non-musicians. In addition, no significant main effect was
found between the two groups as result of a Mann-Whit-
ney-Wilcoxon Test conducted for each questionnaire item.

3.6 Discussion
The results of the second experiment were in agreement
with those reported in [8], [9] for a similar listening test

TABLE 2
Results of the Recognition Experiment: Kendall’s Correlations between Each of the Two

Acoustical Features and the Listeners Judgments for Each Emotion

Metal Wood Gravel Snow

Emotion H2H PK H2H PK H2H PK H2H PK

Sadness 0.37*** -0.3*** 0.25*** -0.2*** 0.43*** -0.39*** 0.35*** -0.37***
Tenderness 0.21*** -0.33*** 0.16*** -0.2*** 0.38*** -0.39*** 0.18*** -0.26***
Neutralness -0.1** 0.12** 0.04 -0.05 0.1 -0.1 0.17*** -0.24***
Happiness -0.28*** 0.21*** -0.13* 0.12** -0.18*** 0.17*** -0.13** 0.12**
Aggressiveness -0.25*** 0.33*** -0.41*** 0.39*** -0.52*** 0.54*** -0.42*** 0.51***

* represents p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 and *** p < 0.001.

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the mean and the standard error for participants’ answers to questionnaire items Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 (top-left),
percentage of recognition of the ground type (top-right), and percentage of recognition of the ground material (bottom-left). In black the ratings of the
musicians and in white those of the non-musicians.
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involving recordings of real footstep sounds, and were
therefore consistent with previous results concerning the
acoustical expression of emotions in music performance and
vocality [11]. Specifically, sadness and tenderness were asso-
ciated with low H2H and low PK, while happiness and
aggressiveness were associated with high H2H and high PK.

The correlations suggest that the two acoustical features
had considerable effects on the listeners’ judgments of
the emotional expression. With exception of the neutral
emotion, all the correlations were statistically significant.
Seventy five percent of these were medium or large accord-
ing to the guidelines for interpretation of the effects provided
by Cohen [33] (as used in [12]), i.e., small (r) 0.1), medium (r
) 0.3), and large (r ) 0.5), adapted to the Kendall’s analysis
as indicated in the [34], i.e., small (t ) 0.065), medium (t )
0.195), and large (t ) 0.335). As expected, and consistently
with the results reported in [10], the neutral emotion was not
associated with medium or large increases or decreases of
the two acoustical features considered.

More importantly, the recognition of the walkers’ emo-
tional intentions was not influenced by the particular
ground material sonically simulated. In addition, consis-
tently with the results presented in [8], [9], the comparison
between the recognition performances of the two groups of
participants revealed that the musical expertise did not
yield a significant increase in the ability to recognize emo-
tions of a walker.

As far as the results of the questionnaire are concerned,
listeners of both groups could classify the sounds in the cor-
responding solid and aggregate surface type, and recogni-
tion of the ground material was higher than chance for all
sounds with exception of snow. Regarding the question
about the criteria that participants relied on in order to eval-
uate the auditory stimuli, the majority of participants of
both groups reported to have based their choices on walk-
ing speed and on the volume of the footstep sounds. Specifi-
cally, they reported to have associated walking excerpts
characterised by slow paces and soft sounds to sad and ten-
der emotions, and fast paces and loud sounds to happy and
aggressive emotions. More than one participant commented
about the difficulty to detect the happy emotion, and few of
them reported to have based their choices also on the simu-
lated ground material.

Regarding the questions in the second part of the ques-
tionnaire, the differences between the followed criteria were
significant only for the group of musicians. This suggests
that musicians were more able to distinguish the criteria
which they relied on.

4 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Our main aim in this research was to study whether and
how synthesized footstep sounds interactively generated
by walkers could affect their walking pace when system-
atically varying their intended emotion and the material
of the ground.

The results of the first experiment revealed that different
sonically simulated surfaces affected participants in differ-
ent ways, as shown by Table 1. However, the influence of
the sound manifested itself in more than one direction, not
giving rise to statistically significant differences in the

sound conditions, as illustrated in the overall results
reported in Fig. 4. This result is analogous to the findings
reported in [7], where no statistically significant differences
between the sound conditions were found for a task similar
to that of the present study.

An explanation for this result lies in the fact that partici-
pants interpreted the sounds in different ways, as emerged
in the additional comments spontaneously delivered at the
end of the experimental session. In general, participants
reported to have the impression that some sounds better
adapted to the different emotions, while others not. More
importantly, they reported that the provided sounds had
actually an influence on their performance, and as a conse-
quence they decided either to control or to second them. A
similar tendency was marginally emerged in [6]: two partic-
ipants reported having ignored the interactive auditory
feedback and indeed their performances turned out to be
less influenced by the sounds compared to the rest of the
group. Therefore, the findings of the first experiment show
that walking with emotional intentions when provided with
ecologically-valid interactive auditory feedback might col-
lect very different results. The effect of the auditory feed-
back seems to depend on a participant basis: the individual
propensity to be involved in the simulation seems to have
an influence on the performance [35].

Therefore, these results did not confirm our original
hypothesis that sound would have had an homogeneous
influence among participants, as instead reported in [6].
However, the task involved in that study was very different
from the one reported here. First of all, the walks were
performed without the simulation of an emotional inten-
tion, i.e., participants were not forced to a particular gait
style. Secondly, participants were requested to walk straight
for 50 meters in each trial, so the covered distances were on
the one hand greater, and on the other hand not interrupted
by the back and forth procedure adopted in the present
study. Thirdly, the experiment was conducted in an uncon-
trolled outdoor environment.

As for the two groups of participants, our hypothesis that
musical expertise would have affected the walking perfor-
mance was not confirmed.

As far as the second experiment is concerned, results
showed that participants were capable of recognizing the
emotional intentions of a walker when only acoustical infor-
mation was available. Such an ability was not modulated by
the ground material sonically simulated. In addition, the
highest recognition performance was achieved for a non-
emotional attribute of the sound, i.e., the typology of surface
material. These results, therefore, lend support to the
hypothesis reported in [8], [9] that there could be a separa-
tion on the perceptual use of acoustical parameters such that
tempo and sound level are used by listeners to identify infor-
mation related to the expression of emotions, while other
parameters (e.g., spectral properties, sound duration, sound
granularity) are used for the identification of the acoustical
characteristics of the sound source. Moreover, analogously
to the findings of [8], [9], listeners did not use music-related
knowledge to recognize emotions in walking sounds.

The results of the two experiments replicated previous
studies, both with regard to performers and listeners [7],
[8], [9]: timing and sound level play a relevant role in
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emotional walking, both in production and in recognition.
In both experiments, sadness and tenderness were associ-
ated with low H2H and low PK, happiness and aggres-
siveness were associated with high H2H and high PK,
while the neutral emotion received average H2H and PK
values smaller than sad and tender, and greater than happy
and aggressive.

As reported in [8], [9], these two acoustical features
are used similarly in both walking and music performance
domains to express emotion. Moreover, from results of the
two experiments it is possible to conclude that musicians
and non-musicians reacted in similar ways to the provided
stimuli. Indeed, no significant differences between the two
groups of participants were found neither for production
nor for the recognition of the emotions, showing that both
production and recognition of emotions in walking comes
before musical training. Therefore, taken together, our
results lend support to the “motor origin hypothesis of
emotional expression in music” [8], [9].

It has to be noticed that this study has limitations. Partici-
pants performed their walks in a laboratory environment
and simulated their emotions. Nevertheless, the results in
terms of timing and sound level are in line with those
reported in studies on emotions in music and speech. In a
real-life situation we could have observed more extreme
values while in this laboratory controlled situation we could
probably observe stereotypical behaviours, still possible to
be classified by listeners.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper described two experiments investigating the role
of sonically simulated ground materials in modulating
auditory production and recognition of walks performed
with emotional intentions. Two groups of participants,
musicians and non-musicians, were involved in both the
experiments. Participants’ performances in both experi-
ments were analyzed in terms of the temporal distance
between adjacent steps and the sound level of each step.
These two acoustical features were considered in place of
other descriptors (e.g., spectral parameters) since they are
those that can be strictly controlled by a walker [8], [9].

The results of the first experiment showed that the
involved auditory feedbacks affected the pattern of emotional
walking in different ways, although such an influence mani-
fested itself in more than one direction. This behaviour was
common to both the groups of subjects. The results of the
second experiment showed the absence of an influence of the
sound conditions on the recognition of the emotions from
acoustic information alone. Also, the emotions were recog-
nized independently from the level ofmusical expertise.

Our results suggest that tempo and sound level are two
acoustical features important in both production and recog-
nition of emotions in walking. This confirms results from a
previous work on emotions in walking [9]. In addition, the
similarities of the presented results with those reported in
the music performance domain [11], as well as the absence
of significant differences between the performances of
musically trained and untrained participants foster the
“motor origin hypothesis of emotional expression in music”
formulated by Giordano et al. [8], [9].

In future works we plan to compare the proposed inter-
active sonifications with other techniques not valid from the
ecological point of view [13], [14] currently used during
motor therapy [3], [4], [5], [22].
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